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Missing money remains mystery for AcI>O
by Mark Schlueb
STAFF REPORTER

Fraternity Alpha Phi Omega hoped the
profits from its book exchange would be a
• little higher, but at Closing time there was a
little less than expected-seven hundred
dollars less.
"We don't want to think it was one ofthe
~ brothers, but right now, that's how it's
looking," said Grant Levy, a member of the

fraternity.
Fraternity member Caroline Brown,
19, was responsible for the money, but.
said 14 other members 'had access to
the it. Fraternity members discovered
the receipts did not match the total in
the cash box Jan. 14, the fourth day of
the five-day event.
Although Brown said in a police report
thatnl\ customers had access to the money,
she didn't rule out the possibility that the

theft occurred outside the ranks of the
fraternity.
The disparltybetween reooipts and cash
may betheresultofbadbookkeepingrather
than theft, Levy said .
"Our methods of bookkeeping are less
than perfect," he said. "At closing, they said
only $200 was misffing, then later it was
$700. I don't know ifsomeone took it; or ifit
was just bad bookkeeping."
Brown discounted the possibility ofbad

record keeping, however. "It was definitely
taken," she said.
The fraternity organizes the book exchange every semester as a public service,
Brown said. They donotmake a profitfrom
theconsignmentsales. Forthis reason, the
fraternity took a heavy loss from the
theft, Brown said.
"We don't want people to think their
money isn't safe with us, because' it is,"
he said.

· Clinton con-t inues
his call for change

4

•

by Dave Bauer
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

In his fourteen-minute inaugural address Wednesday, newly
., elected President Bill Clinton spoke a great deal about his central
campaign theme, change. He also encouraged Americans to have a
positive outlook on the future of the country.
"Though our challenges are fearsome, so are our strengths,"
•
Clinton said. "And Americans have ever been a restless, questing,
hopeful people. We must bring to our task today the vision and will
of those who came before us."
Amid sunny skies and a crowd of250,000, Clinton was sworn in as
the nation's 42 president. In his address, Clinton also thanked
outgoing President George Bush for "a half century of service to this
• country." After the ceremony, Bush remarked that his ·c areer had
been "One hell of a ride."
All told, the inaugural festivities will cost a total of about $30
~ million. "I don't see why it costs so much," former President Jimmy
Carter was quoted as saying. "That's seven times more than it cost
when I was inaugurated."
·
CLINTON continued page 3

The U.S. Capital building on the day of President Clinton's Inauguration.
Clinto~·s Inaugural festivities totaled more than $30 million. <aauertFUTURE>

Anti-abortionists AASU honors King in formal celebration
by Alan Byrd
the movement.
said. "Such is the greatness ofMartin
march for life
"Once in everyone's life there
Luther King."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

by Dave Bauer
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

More than 75,000 anti-abortion demonstrators converged on Capital Hill Friday to
take part in the annual "March For Life."

•

•

The protest was held on the 20th anniversary of Roe vs. Wade - the 1973
Supreme Court case legalizing abortion
- and took special aim at newly-elected
President Bill Clinton, who is pro-choice.
On the day of the protest, Clinton lifted
many Bush administration restrictions on
abortion and ended the absolute ban on importation ofthe French RU-486 abortion pill.
A smaller group of pro-choice advocates also turned c;>ut for the event.
Though there were several confrontations between the two groups, police were
mostly successful in keeping them apart.
Smaller factions of the pro-clloice movement also turned out to demonstrate. Among
them was the Church Ladies For Choice, an
organization of cross-dressing men.

A formal dinner and a night of
rnflection was held Friday when the
African-American Student Union
held a formal commemoration celebration in honor of the Rev. Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr.
Valerie King, intern director of
the Office of Minority Affairs, was
the main speaker of the night as she
told her memories ofcoming of age in
Atlanta during the height of the civil
rights movement.
She presented a challenge for
"young people to understand the significance of Martin Luther King and
to dedicate themselves to making
changes in the way they relate to one
another."
She talked about how she could
see King all over town in Atlanta
during her college years and how she
andherfriends would be in the dorms
deciding whethe:i.· to study, march or
interact in the civil rights movement.
She said she was actively involved in

comesamoment,"ValerieKingsaid.
Student Ingar Johnson introCf.The challenge is to asse~s the mo<luced the speakers, sophomore Gorment and decide hov: they want to
don Adams performed music: and
proceed."
the editor in chief of AASU's newsUCF studentTonyaMerricks preletter, Jenah Bing, read a poem she
sented the Purpose of~~~~~~~~~ wrote called "A ConverOccasion address.
sation with Brother
"His [King's] finest
"••. the true
Martin."
tribute is not this bantribute is to fulfill
Kalmin Fullard,
quet, a film that bears
president of Kappa Alhis name or the building
his dream... "
pha Psi Fraternity, and
that bears his name,"
Camille Majors preMerricks said, "but the
sented oratories. In
true tribute is to fulfill
• Tonya Merrfcks them they gave answers
UCF STUDENT
his dream and we all live
to the question of how
together in true friendfar the dream is from
ship and honesty and we all will be
becoming a reality and if it has been
equal"
fulfilled:
.,
She said the group had come to"King's dream is becoming a realgether to celebrate and honor a great
ity, but, no, it has not been fulfilled,"
achievement.
Majors said. "We all possess some"The [meaning ofl great we are
thing to help the dream, but we
here to celebrate comes from dedicamust not let our prejudices get in
tion, perseverance, respect of others
and respect of themselves," Merricks
KING continued page 3
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I love my new home in '111atcher's landing. For less than my
parents and I wm paying for my noisy, aamped apartment,
1ve got a spacious place and mom and dad have a cool
vamrion home. Plus, with all this peacE and quiet, I
am renlly aJllCEllf1"ate on my
studies.

•
•
•
II

For more infonnation caD

•

382-0400

or come by for a personal tour and
don't forget to bring mom and dad!

Thatcher's landing is a
quiet neighborhood of low
maintenance 2and 3bedroom homes conveniently
located to UCF.
Some of the homes' many features include security system pre-wire, refrigerator with icemaker,
vertiCal blinds, vaulted ceilings and oversized patios.

When ifs time for fun and relaxation
you can enjoy the pool at Thatcher's landing or
the 27-acre recreation facility of Waterford Lakes
which includes tennis and basketball courts, an
Olympic sized pool, ball fields, jogging paths
and lakes.
'

1 Colonial Dr.

Conveniently
located to ua

,. . - .
:-

on the comer

of Alafaya and
Lake Underl1ill.
Follow the signs to
Thatcher's Landing.

Lake~

~
·~ ~~
N ·~

*Sales price $66,490. Down payment $19,990. Mortgage amount $46,500. Based oria 30yearHxed RateMortgage at81/4%over life of loan Years- 1-30 P&I $349.22.
Property taxes, i9s\uance & HOA dues est at $190.00. Monthly payments-$539.22.
.
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Student Legal Services
Problems With:
Landlords
Insurance
Contracts
Traffic Tickets

•

Need:
A Will
A Name Change
Uncontested Dissolution
UCF's Student Legal Services provides free
legal consultation and representation in
·
certain legal areas for qualified UCF students.
For information or an appointment
call 823-2538
or stop by the Student Center
Room210
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.

.Applications and Information Available
in the
SASS OFFICE
PH202

•
•

•

Funded throug.'1 Activity & Service Fee by the Student Government Association

Many Thanks to ...
the

· Arbour Village Apartn1ents.

----Arbour Village.•. Nature's Beauty Surrounds You.
The freshness of country living with the convenience of
urban-life. Lush landscaping, towering pines and oaks, and a
park-like atmosphere complement Arbour Village. Just
walking distance to UCF.

.2 laundry facilities
• 2 swimming pools
.Pr<;fe.s sional management
•Exercise Room

.Oversized walk-in closet$
• Small pets accepted
• Volleyball/ 2 tennis courts
•Sauna

FURNISHED APARTMENTS AVAILABLE
11600 MacKay Boulevard • Orlando, Florida 32826

( 407) 282-7333

UCF BOOKSTORE

•

and

FOR THEIR GENEROUS sur~~RT OF'11IE
1992-1993 PEER ADVISING PROGRAM

•
•

•
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Campus crime proves lower than U.S. figures
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE

•

•

•

•

rose 12.4 percent from 1989 to 1990 and 5 percent
While campus crime rates are increasing, they re- from 1990 to 1991.
main lower than overall statistics for the United States,
The association said there were 71.8 violent crimesaccording to a report by the International Association murder, rape, robbery, or aggravated assualt-per
of Campus Law Enforcement Adminstrators.
100,000 students,compared with 758.1 violent crimes
Meanwhile, the FBI reported its first data available per 100,000 people in the nation as a whole.
on the number ofhate crimes for 1991. While there is
Schools with fewer than 5,000 students had the
no breakdown in the report by age or
highest violent crime rate, with 105.5 per
locality of attacks, some college newspa- ~~~~~~~~ 100,000 students. College and universi"Thev called us ties with populations more that 1s,ooo
pers have reported an increase in hate
crimes on campuses and local communiJ
had the lowest rate of 45. 7.
ties.
'faggots' While
The FBI, meanwhile, reported that
The campus crime survey was conhitting US. "
there were 4,558 hate crimes reported in
ducted at 400 colleges and universitites
32 states that kept statistics on such
that are members of the law enforcement
crimes in 1991. "While these initial data
association. The institutuions represent
- Phll Martin are limited, they give us our first assessOHIO STATE
ment of the nature of crimes motivatied
only 13 percent of all U.S. colleges and
universities, but 40 percent of all college
by bias in our society,"FBI Director Wilstudents. There was no breakdown of speliam Sessions said.
'
cific crimes.
Intimidation was the most frequent hate crime,
The number of campus crimes increased during followed by damage or destruction to property, simple
the past three years. According to the report, violent assualt,aggravated assualt,and robbery. Murder, rape,
crimes made up 3 percent of the crimes reported on arson, and other crimes each accounted for 1 percent or
campuses in 1991, and property crimes made up the less of the total.
remaining 97 percent. Violent crime on campuses
Racial bias motivated a majority of the reported

-Clinton hosts inaugural balls for diversffied groups
I

•

CLINTON
FROM PAGE 1
Later in the evening, Clinton hosted 11
inaugural balls, the most ever by a president.
There were also many other unofficial ones,
for groups ranging from gays to vegetarians.
Clinton played his trademark saxophone at
two ofthe balls. He first played "Your Mamma
Don't Dance" at the Arkansas ball and later

played "Night Train" at the DC Annory.
The Glit.z and Glamour Ball, an invitation
only event, featured a host of celebrities and
was highlighted by the reunion of 1970s rock
supergroup Fleetwood Mac.
Street vendors were quick to capitalize on
the event. Numerous sellers lined Pennsylvania and Constitution Avenues selling various
inaugural T-shirts and buttons, including one
popular one which read "President Clinton: A
Cure for the Blues."

crimes, with religious bias second and sexual-orientation
third. Hate crimes against African Americans accounted
for the highest percent.age, while anti-whit.e and antijewish crimes followed.
Although hate crimes do occur on oollege campuses
nationwide, many go unreported by students, faculty and
staff. Some are fearful that publicity will cause more
problems, while others don't think that campus or city
police will investigat.e the incidents.
Phil Martin, director of Ohio State University's
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Services office,
told the Lantern newspaper that he was walking from
a bar to his car when he and his friend were attacked
by three men.
'They called us 'faggots' while hitting us, we started to
fight back and then they left.," he told the newspaper.
Although he and his friend were hurt, neither called the
police.
The Lantern reported that as many hate crimes were
reported in.Columbus,Ohio in Sept.ember 1992 as were
reported in all of 1991.
At Harvard University, in Cambridge, mass. the
Harvard Crimson reported that several swatiskas were
found drawn on an elevator ofahousing tower. A petition
was writted to oondemn the graffiti

~

Announcements...

•
Dr. Valerie King, intem director for the Office of Minority Affairs meets with guests at the King Celebration
(DeHoog/FUTURE)

Speakers s~ress importance of King's dream
KING
FROM PAGE 1

•

the way of fulfilling the
dream."
Bobby Lyons' reading of
King's "I Have a Dream"
speech highlighted the
evening.
Lyons, from the Metropolitan Urban League, grabbed
the attention of everyone. His
tone and mannerisms made
,averyone feel as if the audi--~rice had been sent back in
time to when King was actually speaking.
Terrence Dunn, a Student
Government senator and

••••••

•

oJ4J••

/',••#~

•

member of AASU, organized
the event.
"It's been a great learning
experience," Dunn said. "I've
worked with some great people
such as Lashawn Fergeson,
Lisa Burton, Amy Eldeen and
Sandrina Alexander, all of
whom were responsible for the
logistics behind the scene."
Wendy Still, vice president
of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, came to the celebration to
"maybe learn something new."
She said she was pleased with
the response since it was the
first rormal in honor of King.
Derrick ThomaS, president
of AASU ,said he was pleased
with the turnout.

•••••••••••••••••••~
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President Clinton
deserves more than
a week to show 'stuff

VJ£LLJ !HEY (rOTTft

IREAf CL,IJTCN J"UST
Ul<~ 6\LGRY.BCt>Y
EL~{;;..

THE y (J.):)L)l.~N'T
WA NT ANY ONt;, TO
I

about it instead of only a earful. It is going to
take some time for him to get his programs
and his people together.
Traditionally, the first 100 days ofanincom·d ' dmini.
· h b
th
ing presi ents a
stration as een e
benchmark for measuring its success or failure. Let's at least give Clinton the remainder of
that time to prove he deserves to be in the job.
And this leads us to our second reminder.
We elected a human being to the presi-

ones right now would go a long way; but
miracles are rare in government, so let's not
look for what we will probably never see.
Finally, let's talk about Zoe Baird. Setting
aside for a moment the fact that she broke the ·

.

.

.

.

Newa-Editot
Sporte Editor
Entertainment Editor
Opinion Editor
Copy t:dltor
Photo Editor
Art Director

'O'• 0

Hey Al, lose those postcards
Bn•an Costello

wouldgetgoosebumpslook~

dency, not a deity. No one could possibly
please everyone in the country, nor could
anyone know all of the answers to our legion
problems. It would be nice if the president
could perform miracles, a few well-placed

c?nsp1cuously absent from pres1denti~ pohtics for the past several years, what with one
former president denying involvement in
scandalous activity and another saying he
just"couldn'tremember"whathehadautho· d and wh en. Ateas
1 t Cl'm t on h as demonnze
strated the ability and willingness to accept
responsibility for his mistakes.
We all know that the presidency of the
United States is a difficult job, perhaps the
most difficult in the world.
Let's not make it an im ossible one.

•

After the election, I
wrote Vice President-elect Gore 8t
letter. It went something
like this:
DearVicePresidentGore:
Congratulations! I bet it's a
great thrill t.o have the words
"Vice President" in front of
your name. I know that I

·

1

•

TH I J.JK \f1t: \( w~RF,U r
f$EtrJ~ FAIR "

L

ast week the people ofthis nation had the
opportunity to witness and participate
in an event that a sizeable portion of the
world's population can only dream about-the
inauguration of our elected president.
Before the parties were over, though, the
criticism of President Clinton has begun in
force. There is ample talk of how many campaign promises he has broken and a constant
barrage of "Was the Zoie Baird nomination a
mistake?" questions.
Close scrutiny of the president, any president, is a good thing, and we would be the last
to say Clinton shoud get a free ride from the
press; but before this situation gets completely out of hand, we would like to remind
everyone of a couple of things.
First of al~; Clinton has been president for
less than a week. Give the man a break.
Taking over the presidency of the United
States is not like taking ovtr the drive-in
window at a fast food restaurant. If the
president forgets to give extra napkins, so tc I
speak, a quarter of a billion people know

law (something she admitted, no one dug it up
on her) the important thing to remember is
whatClintonsaidafterwithdrawinghername
from consideration: "I take full responsibility."
Now there are four words that have been
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·

ing in the mirror and saying
t.omyseJt:"VicePresidentCostello,VjcePresidentCostello,
Vice President Brian K Costello, the man who's only a
heartbeat away from being the head honcho!" It's good t.o
know that President Bill Clint.on had enough sense to
choose you as hls running mate. Again, congratulations.
I have three questions and/or requests ofyou. First ofall,
during the V.P. debate, did you find it hard to repress the
urge to pound Dan Quayle's face in? He sure acted like a
petulant rich kid! You can level with me, Mr. Vice President. I won't hold it against you.
My second question concerns Frank Zappa and his
endorsernentoftheClint.on/Goreticket. Whynotretumthe
favor and give him his job back as Ambassador to
Czechoslavakia? From what I understand, Susan Baker
orderedher-husbandtocanZappabecausehe'snotexactly
on the PMRC's "Healthy Alternatives" musician list. I
know you're.s~r ~that. You know t.o j~e a man
on how he did his Job mstead of the songs he smgs.
My third question is about when you said, "I oppose all
fonnsofgovemmentcensorship." duringyour appearance
on MTV's Choose or U>se show. The FCC is going after
shock-jock. Howard S~~ for. saying words like 'l>eni~,
mastu.rbationandv~, whichmaybeworm:thatarent
exactly used at the dinner table, yet they arent the seven

, words George Carlin can't say on television, either. Mr.
Sternfacesarather largefinefromaReagan/Bush/Quayle
FCC.Jfyouareopposedt.ogovernmentcensorship,canyou
stop this obvious witchhunt?
Yet again, congratulations!
With much appreciation, _ .
Brian K Costello
P.S.Maylhaveanautographedpicturewiththewords'To
Brian- Don't st.op thinkin' about t.omorrow!"
Thedayiwrotethisoolumnireceivedthevice-president's
reply on a postcard. It read:
I deeply appreciate your expression of support and
encouragement. It's good t.o hear from you on issues of
· concern t.o you. lassure you that I will keep your views.on
thesemattersinmind. ·
Al ·
.
-t ·.
Itriedt.obenice,andlookWhereitgot.m e-nowhere.
Ididn'tevengettheautographedpicture;alligotwasa4x6
mass-produced postcard with pseudo-handwriting to resemble "Al's." So I guess my next letter will go something
like this:
You assface. What kind oftechno-swill are you sending
me?Iworkedgood,longandhardonthatletter,andiposed
someexcellentquestions.Asareplyigetapostcardwritten
inGeorgeOrwell'sNewspeak.Iaminsultedandoutraged.
Oh I know, you probably have some lame 'Tm a busy man,
Brian" excuse, but as the saying goes: buy the ticket, take
the ride. After all, your campaign theme was "Putting
people first," and I am a person-an intelligent person at
that,notyourrun-of-the-millflag-wavingjackasswhogets
erectionsfrominsincerelettersfromthevicepresident.Not
me, buddyboy. I want answers to my questions, and I
want that autographed picture with the lyrics to that
horrendous Fleetwood Mac song you and Tipper love so
much.
·
I wish Paul Tsongas won,
Brian K. Costello
I guess that's all for this week. I assure you that I will
keepyourviewsonallmattersinmind
Bye now.
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.Try not to be shocke
Jon Sargent
LOST IN SPACE
hethemeoftoday'scolumn reminds me of
that dumb film in psychology I saw awhile
back called "Future Shock."
Orson Wells narrated the film
and pretended to be serious
when he suggested that in the
future, the girl you ask out on
a date may actually be an android I'll end the possibilities
& · and permutations there. Even
though thefilmwasunfounded
and loaded with idiotic predic> tions, many times I ponder the real future shock of this
semester and beyond
I go to class and see old friends from the fall and almost
immediately the work started piling up. As a junior, I
>- thought f d be used wit. But this belief was undermined
when someone responded tnconcemsstudentsinclasshad

T

y '
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tureShock

about the amount of work with the prophetic statement: film. The time you spend wonying about what needs wbe
"Just wait to you get to law school" At this point, I felt like done in the far future detracts from the time you should
playing with my vOOdoo doll collection. "I'll stick you," I spend appreciating what you're doing now.
Well, I refusetoallowmyselforanyone else to bother me
laughed to myself.
'Th.is kind ofrhetoric happened several times last semes- with the rhetoric of the impending doom of the future. We
ter. Lawyers and just about everyone else I knew kept just have to let go of most of our apprehensions regarding
announcinghowabsolutelyawfullawschoolis. Gee thanks. the future and let things unfold the way they should This
I though~ how true, but how is this goingto help me now? philosophy takes some getting used to, but it's the most
I guess it motivates you to take classes wprepare for i~ but practical: take things one day ata time. That doesn't mean
I was already doing that. I guess anyone who has more we don't have to plan ahead It just means that we need w
difficult grad~ or professional work ahead of them can concentrate on what we're trying w do right now and not
relate to these statements in one way or another. Unfortu- constantly be distracted by what lies ahead. There will
nately,itcan sometimesmakeusgetoveranxiousaboutthe always be greater challenges awaiting us in life. Besides,
future. However, this reaction is se1f-defeating because it that'swhatlifeisallabout:preparingtomeetnewandmore
creates a IOt of unnecessary pressure.
difficult obstacles. This is, aft.er all, how we grow as
When you're experiencing difficulty in a class now, individuals. Beingconoomedandplanningforthefuture is
knowing that things are going to get even more intense in importan4 but worrying about it seems wme to be sensethe future is no oomfort. But wonying about increasingly less.
As far as that film "Future Shock" goes, it demonstrates
difficultgoals that remain unfinished only diminishes what
you're trying to· acoomplish now. When you're thinking how our worries often don't amount to much anyway about how longtheroadahead is, the steps in-between may nothing in that movie came bue, anyway.
seemlessimportant.There'renot,becausewhatyouachieve
It shows that anxiety about change and what it means
now prepares you for those difficulties which lie ahead.
for the future can create the most laughable stupid sce'Th.is kind offuture shock is just as bogus as that of the narios in existenoo.

)Why Not

Chris Besaw
:C DtD WHAT
HE ASKED
AND I . 5\\LL
HA\IEN)T BEEN

HE\'.ZE Loe.Kt~
\lfRE 'BO~'J

FED.

Letters
In your recent article, you misquoted
the IsraeliAmbassadorby claiming that
he said that the Palestine Liberation
Organization and much ofSyrian power
was made up of Muslim fundamentalists. As an attendee to the lecture, I
listened very carefully and I know, although he often did mention Muslim
fundamentalism and its growing influence in the Middle East, he never menticned or even inferred that. He or any
expert on Midd!e East issues knows
that Muslim fundamentalism as of now
holds no strategic or military significance, which, if you would refer back to
•his speech, he mentioned.
·
Another point I would like to make is
what the Palestinian-Israeli and the
..Arab-Israeli conflict is all about. It's
very simple. In the late 19th century,
many Jewish people, some ofwhich were
being persecuted, concluded that, in order w preserve their heritage and culture, they had to create a nation of Jews
on Jewish tradition and values. Unfortunately, the land they chose was inhabited by the Palestininians. That did not
get in the way of their aspirations. So
within the next 60 years, between 1890
and 1940, there was an avalanche of
Jewish immigration which, with a comlbination of peaceful and violent means,
controlled and occupied Palestine, uprooted its people, destroyed hundreds of
;villages and then declared Israeli statehood in 1949. In 1967, Israel hit the
Arab countries with a preemptive strike
fearing attack from its enemies, thus
conquering much Arab land .:including
the West Bank, where both local and
refugee Palestinians lived. Because Is~l is an expansionist country, its bor-

ders are still not officially declared till
this day, it decided to keep the West
Bank and settle it withJ ewish people, all
the time ignoring and in most cases
abusing the human, political, social and
economic rights of the native Palestinians. So after 20 years of occupation, the
Intifada (or uprising) occured. It was not
a planned occurence plotted by any leadership, but rather a scream for equal
rights and the chance to live a normal life
without oppression and control.
Since that time, many politicians and
so called experts have had a lot to say,
but most profound was what the former
chief oflsraeli military intelligence said.
Lt. Col. Yehoshafat Harkabi - not a
politician like Mr. Shoval as he admitted
he was, but a man who is not paid to
make political, ideological or personal
recommendations - said that Israel
should negotiate with the PLO, withdraw from the West Bank and allow the
creation ofan independent Palestine. He
even wrote a book to explain why he
believed that and how it would actually
strengthen Israeli stability and security.
Also, the U.S. Department of Defense
commissioned the Rand Corporation in
1988 to assess the West Bank intifada
and drew very similar conclusions. The
report was pµblished but no one gave it
any attention because ofdomestic political considerations.
My conclusion is that the ambassador
was acting like a typical politician, saying what his ~nstjtuents like to hear
and very skillfullypre~nding to say the
whole truth and notkiag but the trutll.
The truth is that it is mainly a conflict over control of land, which naturally branches out into control of all
aspects of life, may it be political, so-

, In my opinion, a common <{enominacial, legal or economic.
,
If Israel chooses to keep control of all .tor in all of those conflicts has been Dr.
the land and continues to deny reality, Bolt.a. Of course whenever h~ has been
intei-viewed he always has an lnswer to
everyone in the Middle East will lose.
Omar A Dajani any coriflict. In my opinion, however, in
Comput.er engineering so many cases his decisions have reEditor's note: Concerning the first para- sulted in eitherthe students losing or the
graph of this commentary, I am afraU:l campus losing. Ultimately the alumni,
that we have to agree to disagree on what the Central Florida community, and the
Mr. Slwval inferred or impUed during Florida taxpayers have also lost.
his talk.
-B.C.
Kevin Reis
·

BASHING DR. BOLTE
Beware of Dr. Bolte at UCF. I found it
very interesting when the Orlando Sentinel published a newspaper story recently about how the UCF student newspaper, The Central Florida Future, was
in jeopardy of being shut down. It seems
Dr. Bolte who is an official at UCF wants
to make their office area a parking lot.
Asapreviousstudentand 1977 graduate ofUCF, I have been an avid reader of
the Future for several years. Certainly
some type ofcompromise situation could
be attained at UCF so the Future could
continue to publish. How about permitting it to move into the Student Union
when it is completed? Of course if you
would have been a consistent reader of
The Future newspaper over the last few
years you too would have read several
articles concerning questionable decision making by Dr. Bolte. Whether the
subjects have centered around student
rights such as riding a bicycle on the
campus or using the campus lake, major
campus purchases such as. a new campus computer system, or even construction of buildings on the campus, there
have been articles in The Future concerning conflicts.

Alumni '77

.GIVING THANKS TO THE
YOUNG REPUBLICANS
I would like to comment on the recent Young Republicans bashing that
has become commonplace not only in
The Central Florida Future but also in
more mainstream newspapers such as
The Orlando Sentinel.
I, for one, am grateful to .this group
of young people for one really big reason. You see, I'm the type ofperson who
tries to make decisions very carefully.
I ponder over every detail and, basically, sweat the small stuff. When I
registered to vote this past summer, I
took very seriously my choice of political party. I even got a headache over
trying to make my decision.
In light of everything that I have seen
happen since then, I would like to thank
them very much for making me feel I did
not suffer my headache
. They
have made me realize thatJ
choice. Thanks to them, ·fi)gi~
-saythatl am a ~redli.•lcr
were a register-eel Rep~~g~
havior during these pait"-•·Jiin
would make me feel very a""·-l!llE~
embarrassed right now.
Rebecca J. Wahlberg
Chemistry - --.....
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GREEK CORNER
ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Thanks to all brothers for a great RUSH I
Bids will be out this week. Looking forward to Saturday's trip down the
Wekiva. Glad to be a brother of At<:f.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA
We make a difference
So can you
Information/Rush meetings 8pm
Jan. 27 Student Center 214
Jan. 28 SOL by mailboxes
We are a service organization
dedicated to helping others.
If you are interested in helping
people come to our info. meetings
for more info. call Rich 366-3650.
DELTA SIGMA Pl
All business majors are invited to come
to our "meet the chapter" tonight at 7:00
at the Holiday Inn on University.
Additional info. or questions about our
professional business fraternity can be
found at our table in the business
building.
PHI THETA KAPPA
There will be a meeting on Thursday,
. February 4 at 6:00 in HPB 215.
Contact Bob Snow at 823-2231 or Todd
Petrie at 382-5933.

CLUB INFO
UCF Pro-Life Society
Volunteers wanted! Help increase
awareness &respect for life. Choose
life! Info. call Ana 281-1501.

HASA has its meetings every Tuesday
at Spm in the SOL.
ACOA
Anyone interested in starting an ACOA
group, we are meeting Wednesdays at
7pm in SC 214. For more info. about
Adult Children of Alcoholics call the
Wellness Center 823-5841.

For rent 2 bedroom apt. $420 a month
walking distance to UCF. 363-5636.

Why rent when you can own for less?
Hunters Reserve condo for sale teal
green carpet, vaulted ceiling, washer/
ckyer, microwave, 2bdr/2ba, 2 minutes
from UCF, 2nd floor, pool, hot tub,
tennis, $56,900 call 366-8511.
Cute fun free kittens! Utter trained call
657-0619.

2 bedroom, 2 bath, washer/dryer, walk
to campus. 12187 Descartes Ct. $425
per month call 695-3055.

ROOMMATES

For rent 2 bedroom apt walking
distance to UCF. Call 363-5636.

Female roommate wanted $165 + 1/3
utilities. Call 823·7532.

28/2B, duplex, washer-dryer, very close
to UCF, available Feb. 1, approx. $440.
365-3425.

Female roommate wanted to share
house w/male & female. Own bedroom
& bathroom. Near UCFNCC $240 +
· 1/3 utilities (407) 658-1222.

212 apt 1 mile from UCF. Wash/dry,
dishwasher, fans. $450. 365· 7532.

M/F roommate needed to share 2bd/2

1/2 duplex 2 beds/2baths, clean near
UCF Bonneville Dr. Call 382-8403.

1/2 bath townhouse. Own room own
bath, w/d, microwave, 1.5 mi from
campus, non-smoker, must be quiet and
dependable, $237.50/mo. utilities,
phone extra. 380-2278 Iv msg.

Female n/s wanted to share 2b/2b, w/d
w/garage. Near UCFNCC $265 + 1/2
utiriities call 275-0159.

M!F NS to share·3br/2ba 1mi. from UCF
$190 per month + 1/3 utilities call
275-0845.

2br 2ba townhouse for rent walking
distance to campus. Available now.
$450 David 249-2865.

Female nonsmoker needed to share
212 apartment 6 mi. to UCF $198 + 1/2
util. asap call 677-8675.
UCF 436 area to share 2 br 2 bath fully
furnished $60 weekly + 1/2 utilities
678-5983.
N/S female needed to share 3br 2 1/2
bath home $200/mo. + 1/3 utilities avail.
Jan. 1 call Megan 249-3958.

M/F wanted to share 4br/2ba house.

2m frqm UCF. 225+1/3 util. 2n-7162.
The Entrepreneurs Club
Making today's student tomorow's Female to share room only $121/mo.
successful business person. Orientation no smk or pets leave msg 273-3268.
meeting Wednesday 27 in the faculty I
dining room in CEBA II all majors ' Female roommate to share townhome
welcome!! For more info. call John completely furnished private room and
Soderlund (407) 380-7509.
bath must be clean, easy-going and love
dogs rent $275 + util 275-6492
Environmental Society
Meetings Weds. at 4pm in front of the
library. Highway clean up Sun. Jan. 31
at 1Oam. Meet at Nations Bank across
RENT
from UCF. .

FOR

LAMBDA ALPHA EPSILON
Criminal Justice LAE we will have a
meeting Mon. Feb. 1 in SC rm 214 at
4:00pm all interested students are
invited to attend a new member picnic
Sat. Jan. 30, 11 ·2 at UCF Lk Claire. If
you would like a membership application or additional information please stop
by the CJ office PH rm 116.

microwave/refrg, cable tv, phone,
laundry facility, student desk, laser bus
close by. Ask for Deborah or Betsy,
please call 273-1500.

For rent at Alafaya Woods Ct. 2 bed, 2
bath, washer and dryer. Call 695-0548.
Condo. Wimbledon, So. Semoran 2br
2ba $575mo. with option to buy
469-2974.

FOR SALE
Sabre teargas also muggerstoppers
crime prevention equipment. Call Tim
at 407-281-6923.
'82 Suzuki GS750T black/chrome 17kmi
very quick $850/obo 823-9210.
IBM-clone 486/33mh 4mb RAM 120mb
hd 1.2 or 1:4 fd color VGA monitor
tower case $1199 call 6n-.1121.
Free kittens, 6mo. old unique coloririgcall· Rick/Robin 366-6870.
Mt. bike, giantATx760, great condition,
$375 call Chaz 380-5463.

Free Apartment Finding Service

Apartment Locator Specialists, Inc.
3300 University Suite 246 657-8282

*Sherwood Forest*
3/2 and 212 Available for Immediate
Occupancy Call OMV Properties Inc.
657-1967

Attention! Golden Key and Phi Eta
Sigma members! Meeting Thu. 1/28
5pm SOL Pizza!!!

Lovely 28 28 dupl ale heat vertical
blinds washer dryer near hwy 50 & Dean
Rd. $425 mo. $300 security. Call
648-5136 oreve 862-3188.

The eleCtion is over.
Now the real party begins.
Join the College Democrats Tues.
SC room 214. For info. 658-0881.

*STUDENT APARTMENTS*
Forren~ Colonial DrJAlafaya Trail. $105
per week per person, double
occupancy, free furnished, linens, tv,
maid service, rent by weekly,

Car stereo Apline amp 130w and
Alpine eq $100ea/$150 both 275-0845.
IBM PS/2 50 (286), 1MB mem,
1.44MBFD, 20MB HD, IBM color
monitor 14", 101 keybd (like new) $575
677-6840.

AUTOS
'84 Volvo st wgn stick 70k orig miles
one owner $4300 call 366-4516.

HELP WANTED
RPS needs pit package handlers from
3-7 am $7 per hour. Call 297-3715.
Help Wanted: Earn up to $500 per
week assembling products at home.
. No experience. Info 1-504-646-1700
Dept. FL-307.
Greeb & Clubs $1000 an houri

Each member of your frat, sorority,
team, club, etc. pitches in just one
hour and your group can raise $1000
in just a few days! Plus a chance to
earn $1000 for yourself! No cost. No
obligation. 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65.
US Tracers is currently seeking
motivated students in the Orlando area
for FT and PT independent work.
(800) 886-6919.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW tilRING. Earn
$2000+/month +world_travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Carribean, etc.) Holiday,
Summer, and Caraer employment
available. No experience necessary.
For employment program call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C5418.
Secretary/assistant for ofc work female
15hrs. must be on financial aid. Call
Kathy 365-5500
Waitresses needed-no exp required.

Stop by or call for interview LunHwa Chineses. Restaraunt, 1202 N.
Semoran, phone 27S-0776.
M or F local live music nightclub
looking for promotions reps no exp.
necessary. Must be 21 or older call
Tammy at 898-2328 or
1-349- 9714.

Cards for sale. All kinds. Singles and
wax boxes. Good selection and great
prices! 823-4227.
Ball pythons $50 each and 1 boa $75
call Jeff 380-0157 eves.
Pink +white sofa $150 neg. 679-3348.

6

SERVICES
Two great comedy booklets-the
secret of writing funny one-liners
on any subject +SO original samples
+SO R-ratea one liners for roasts or
parties. Only $5. Send inquiries to: 'Milton Olan 995 N.E. 170th St. N.
Miami Beach FL 33162.
University pre-school and childcare
6:00am to 11 :OOpm. $S0-80wk.
$2.7S hr. Daily rates and 24hr.
also. 382-4744.
$$$POWERFUL$$$
Strategies for making money!!!
Please calll free! (407) 426-5639
to hear a 3 min. recorded message! '"
Greeks and Oubs
Need a photographer to capture
the moment? Call Joseph Ortiz at 4
678-1218 for rates and availability.

TYPISTS
WP, EDITING: APA, MLA, etc. 366-0538"
WORDMASTERS 2n-9600
Student documents and resumes.
Same day service available. IBM/AT,
WordPerfect 5.0
IBM letter quality/laser printing.
Fast* Professional*Accurate
KCO INC Typing/ $1.501678-6735

'

Word Processing. Near UCF.
366-0556

Typing/Wo~r~ssing. Reasonable.~
WordPerfect 5.1. BA English.
382-8599.
B&E srvc WP, papers, resumes,
theses. Professional {407) 277-6430.
Editing/word processing/WP 5.1 /laser
fonts, spreadsheets, and graph%
available $1.45/pg base 366-7356.

TUTORS

·

Engl minor/pro editor offers short term
or long term guidance for paper writing
and Engl lit 366-7356
'

WANTED
PERSONALS
I need an experienced tutor for
Algebra and Accounting. Please call
Jeff 380-0157 eves.

L Weber c.~11 Bill Pippin at 679-6123. It
could mean ::finner.

'

Full Color Copies
At Kinlco, s, our Canon Color Laser Copier reproduces your
true colors with remarkable precision. .So when we make a
full color copy, you get the same colors found in your
original.

t Copy original color photos or designs

IAJJIUITll'
811/JYSJAllllll'

t Enlarge or reduce 50% - 400% from any
original
t Add color to your illustrations or graphs

t Create custom color calendars, cards,
real estate listings and much more!

r------------------,
FREE full color copy

1
I Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and receive one FREE full color laser
I copy on 81!2" ~ 11" 20 lb. white bond. One coupon per customer.~ valid with
I othef offers. Good through}~arch 31, 1993.
·
I
24 hours ··
1 Open
658-9518
.y • .

1
1

~

~.I..-®
ORLANDO SPORTS

CLUB-.

Looking for business. marketing or
any major Interested
in earning money:
The sky's the limit.
The Central Florida Future has opportunities
for advertising representatives. Payment Is
made on a generous
commission basis and
the only requirements
are a positive and motivated personality.
Prior experience in
sales is helpful, but not
required.

ca11 Bin or Tisha at
823-2602.

12215 University Blvci.
(Across from UCF)

281-6763

The sooner you start,
the sooner you eam.

'
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Magic can't take the Heat, burn the Mavs
next night against the 3-31 Dallas Mavericks. Orlando
sunk the first three baskets and never lost the lead
Shaquille O'Neal led the way with 38 points, which
tied his career high, set at Philadelphia on Jan. 18.
Donald Royal followed suit with a career high 28 points
to keep the Mavericks' winless on the road this season.
The foul plagued Mavericks sent the Magic to the
charity stripe for 51 shots, but Orlando only sank 35.
Despite the large victory, Guokas was not entirely
pleased with the team's performance.
"Our defense has slipped the last couple of ball
games, including tonight. And our defensive rebounding is headed in the wrong direction again. We're not a
good offensivereboundingteam. We have nobody on the
offensive boards and that's unforgivable."
Next on the hit list for the Magic are the Atlanta
Hawks who'll fly into the 0-rena tonight for a 7:30 tipoff. After a briefstop in Cleveland, the Magic come home
Friday to face Boston, then take the road for a five game
WestooastswingbeginningwithSacramentoonMonday.

Jenny Duncanson
MAGIC MANEUVERS

•
•

•
•
•

The Magic split back-to-back home games, losing 110104in the final minutestotheMiamiHeatonFridaythen
pummeling the Dallas Mavericks on Saturday 127-106.
Miami was too hot to handle in the second ha1f. The
Magic went on a 22-5 run in the seoond quart.er and
grabbed a comfortable 52-39 lead at the half, but the
Heat battled back in the third and cut the lead to one
going into the final 12 minutes.
"Weplayedhard,butwedidnotplaywell,"saidMagic
Head Coach Matt Guokas. "And we're not the kind of
team that can get away with that."
There were 13 lead changes in the final quarter, but
the Heat outscored Orlando 16-8 in the last 4:49 to
capture their 11th win of the season.
The Magic shook off the loss and took the court the

•

BriQg yoa bike to tbe

IMFllDl/IS O)Obie repai' service Every Wed)esday , 9 - 2 P1>• aaoss fron) tbe Wld Pizza-CICF caropas

••
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SAMFORD

playlikeat.eam. We'llgetitright."

LIONS

FROM PAGE 8

Samlord(89): Smith5-92-215,Eaeon~4-410,
Sheafe ~ 2-2 12, Herman 1-2 3-5 3, Franklin 1·5 35 5• Davenport 3 -3 7..s 14• Pixley 2-4 2 -2 7 • Hays 0--0
1-2 1, Matthews 1-10-0 2 Totals 20-36 21-25 69
ucF CBS)I Davis 4-10 0-0 s. Saxton 12-1s 5-7 29,
Walker 6-9 3-515, Phillips 0-11-21, Foster 1-2 0o2, carter 1-6 2-2 5, Harper 1-2 1-13 Totals 25-49
12 1763
Halttime-Samf. 35 UCF 36 3-pt goale-Samf. 8-14
(Smith 3-5, Sheafe 2-4, Herman 1-2, Frankhn 0-1,

FROM PAGE 8

trated on baetting position and
making my shot." He had a gamehigh
. · 11 rebounds to get hi
, S first
double-doublesincejoiningUCFs
teamlastfall.His29pointstopped
any UCF Player this season.
"We've baot to Start coming
through in the stretch," Walker
added. "Wrive got to be seHless and

Davenport 1-1,Pixleyl-ll UCFl-B<Davis0-1,Phillips
0-1, Foster 0-1, Harding 0-1, Carter 1-4) Fouled outUCF Phillips Samf. O. Rbnds.:&mf. 17 (Sheafe 4 >
UCF 29(Saxton11). Asts-Samf. 13 (Smith, Herman,
Franklin with 3> ucF 12 <Davis 6> Techn. rows-0.
Tot. rouie-Semr. 15 ucF 19· A--826.

f--~~~--'-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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"WITH CLASSES AND A
PART~TIME JOB I D ERV
APAID VACATIDI:'
,

-

'
•

•
''.And UPS agrees. That's one of the
reasons I work there. But they do a lot
more than pay me to take time off. I make
almost $10,000 a year working part-time
for about 4 hours a day. That's great pay
for a full-time student.
"The benefits don't stop there, either.
I get paid holidays, med~cal and ~en
tal benefits, even a student loan 1f
I need one. I got to pick morning,
afternoon or evening shifts. I work in
Operafions, but some students work in
Accounting, Industrial Engineering, 1.S.
and Customer Service.
"If you want to make money while you
study and when you travel, check out
UPS. Find out how it feels to go away
and come back to a paycheck."
Applicants are being considered
·
for your local UPS office. For
interviews or more information about
UPS, see your school's career
development or job placement .
center. UPS is an equal opportunity
employer.

..

•

M/F

•

came the Lions' lead
_ There was no lack of speed on
the leverkusen side. Any one of
them was able to work the ball
over, around and through Opponents. The;n... serves (crosses) were
preciseandaJWa"\mbentawayfrom
-.J "'
the keeper. The tying goal crone
when Lupescu played a chip to an
unmarked Rene Rydlewicz, who
shot and scored.
The Li9ns_were pleased with
their showing. Goalkeeper Russ,
who was assistant coach for the
men's soccer team at UCF last
season, said tying Bayer
leverkusen was like beating any
other team. The Lions are hoping
to defend their USISL Southeast
Division title when regular season
play begins this spring.

PREVIEW
FROM PAGES

•

•
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WORKING FOR STUDENTS WHO WORK FOR US.

UPS D1'EllV'ERI EDUCATIDI
1

lied to get the lead down to five
points with six minutes remaining. TheBullsthunderedpastUCF
down the stret.ch and went on to
win 92-81. USFs rebounding
made the·difference, particularly
on the offensive end where they
were able to muscle up second,
third and even fourth shots on
many possessions.
USF's head coach Bobby
Paschal's primary obstacle this
season has been inoorporating a
herd ofinexperienced underclass' men into his program. Only one
senior, Derrick Sharp, remains
from a team that earned an atlmge bid to the NCAA tournament last year. Sharp was a
standout player at Evans High
School in Orlando and currently
leads USF in scoring, averaging
16 points per contest. Joining
Sharp in the backcourt is fieshman Chucky Atkins, who also
enjoyed a stellar prep career at
Evans, and is averaging almost
six assists per game for USF.
Atkins is one of three freshmen
starters for USF. Jesse Salters, a
6-footr6 sophomore, leads USF in
rebounding (8.3 rpg) and is contributing 16 points per game.
UCF freshman Jame8 Harper
got a season-high 17 points in the
first meeting between the two
teams in Tampa, but has been
relativelyquietsinoo. TheKnights,
who are on a two game losing skid
oftheir own, enter tonight's game
with a record of 7-9.
The USF-UCF game will be
broadcaston WGrO-AM540and
WUCF-FM 89.9.

Sports
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Bulldogs bite Running Knights, 69-63
.. ,; ·r-

by Mike Hassel>eck
STAFF REPORTER

Although Victor Saxton and
James Walker both had career
highs in scoring, their efforts
weren't quit.e enough as the UCF
Running Knights fell to the
SamfordBulldogs69-63Wednesday night at the UCF Arena
Saxton led with29pointson 12
of18shooting,whileWalkeradded
15 points. The Knights dropped ro
1-4 against Trans America AthleticConferencefoesand 7-9overall. Samford swept the Knights in
the home and home series and is
now 4-0 all-time against UCF.
Samford beat UCF 65-52 in Birnnn
· gham J an..
7
Thegamewasaclassicsee-saw
battle that had 23 lead changes
and was tied 13 times. UCFrnade
two criticahumovers in a oneminutespanlateinthegamethat
marredanotherwiseexcellentperformancebytheKnights. The team
shotanadmirable51 percentfrom
the floor, won thereboundingwar
29-17 and held the trigger-happy
Bulldogs .to 14 three-point attempts-five under their average.
The mistakes couldn't have
come ata worse time, as UCFhad
the ball and the lead, 63-62, with
1:40 to play. David Herman stole
the ball from Sinua Phillips and
promptly sank a 3-pointer to put
Samford up by two. The trey gave

long bomber Herman his only
points of the evening.
Then Daeyl Davis lost the ball
and Samford converted again to
get afourpoint advantage. Thirty
secondslatertheBulldogsclaimed
their ninth win of the season
"We executed offensively, we
got the ball inside all night long,
and we defended them wel~"'said
UCF Head Coach Joe Dean. "But
I told the coaching st.aft' at halftimethatthisgamewouldgodown
to the last five minutes, and whoever makes the big plays will win
the game. They made them, we
didn't- they won."
UCFpressuredSamfordonthe
perimeter using an aggressive
man-to-man defense. '.'I was lookingto shoot the ball, but I couldn't
get open," Herman, one of the
nation'stopshootingguartls, said..
"UCFdidagreatjoboftakingme
offmycutsanditseemedsomeone
was always there when I got the
ball. They took away a lot of shots
thatl usuallyget."Hennan played
~ost the e~tire game, and shot
.: the ball twice.
SaxtonandWalkerdominated
inside play andat times appeared
to be putting in points effortlessly.
Saxtondisagreed:"SCoringwasn't
easy. They were always on me,
and I had to play hard-play like
rm capable of playing. I concen-

Next up: the Bulls
of South Florida

~?:'.·

by Mike Hasselbeck

(.

STAFF REPORTER

t

The South Florida Bulls will
stampede into the UCF Arena
tonight for a 7:30 game with the
Running Knights. The Bulls will
be seeing red, as they are presently enduring the school's worst
losingstreakinfouryears, having
dropped their sixth game in a row
at Tulane Saturday night. They
havecompileda3-10record so far
this season, with most ofthe losses
coming against tough Metro Conference opponents.
One of USFs, three ·victories
was obtained at the expense of
UCF on Dec. 12. The Knights
trailed 42--34 at halftime, but ralPREVIEW continued page 7

,.

·'

GAME PREVIEW

Samford's ~ense held Darryl Davis (5) to eight points
SAMFORD conti.nued page 7 in a 69-63 UCF loss Wednesday night. (DeHoogt FUTURE)

Orlando Lions roar UCF Lady Knights drop a pair back·into action,
of intrastate ganies, fall to 2-14
face German squad i>y Jenni Malone
STAFF REPORTER

by Andrew Vamon
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Soccer superstars from a German first division
club, Bayer Leverkusen; were at University High
School Saturday night to play. the Orlando Lions.
Amongthem wereloanLupescu,capt.ainofRomania's
1990 World Cup squad, and Andreas Thom, who
played 51 times for the former East German National Squad.
.
The Lions boast the United States Interregional
Soccer Umgue MVP of1992, Sheldon Lee, as well as
Brad Agoos from the NCAA champion Virginia
squad A few former UCF players also graood the
Orlando side: goalkeeper WmTen Russ, forward
Mark Lamb, midfielder Ian Gill and defender Tom
Wurdack.
Priortot.akingonLeverkusen, Orlando played FC
Stahl, a German third division club, in St. Augustine,
losing 1-0. Then the Lions defeated Saarbruecken,
__.,who moved up to the German first division this year,
2-1. On the Saarbruecken side was American Eric
Wynalda, who is playingforthe U.S. National squad
Wynaldais thefirstAmerican to play in the German
first division and is currently among the leading
scorers with eight goals.
In Saturday's match, the Lions squared offevenly
against Leverkusen, trading goal for goal en route to
a 3-3 draw. The Lions built up an early lead on the
strength ofGreg Brick's two goals and former UCF
workhorse Lamb'sgoalandassist. Orlando was up 3latonepointin theseoondhaHbeforetheLeverkusen
side began making their oomeback. Leverkusen has
only allowed 19goalsin16matches while scoring 33.
The Germans never broke their pace ofplay, even
down two goals with 20 minutes left on the clock.
Their persistent pressure and passing skills overLIONS continued page 7

UCF head coach Jerry Richardson has found a
btight spot in the gloom of the women's basketball
,
· team's rebuilding sea8on- the freshmen.
. "The freshmen are the bright point to date,"
Richardson said. "They are playing some strong competition with the best womeri in the country and are also
playing a lot of minutes."
The Lady Knights suffered a disappointing loss, 7969, to the Lady Hatters of Stetson on Thursday. 'l'he
women were led by freshman Lonnette Frazie1· with 10
points and five rebounds, and junior Tara Gibson with
13 points and four rebo~ds.
Richardson said Frazier has made tremendous improvement since transferring from St. Petersburg Junior College.
·
"She is really starting to come into her own,"
Richardson said. "She is a strong inside player."
The freshmen also led the Lady Knights as they
traveled to Miami to face the number one ranked
Golden Panthers of Florida International University.
The women, led by Frazier with 20 points and seven
rebounds and Darlys Tsinnie with 14 points and a
rebound, fell 88-59.
"We are pleased with the effort/' Richardson said.
"We were down by 14 at the half, but did not have the
depth at the end of the game."
The Lady Knights' next home game will be against
the College of Charleston.
The Lady Cougars take on the Lady Knights Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at the UCF Arena. Admission is free to
stud~nts with a validated ID.

Halftime-UCF 25 Stetson 38. 3 point goals- UCF 9-22 <Tsjnnie 4-7, Gibson 3-4
Duncan 1-3, Bri11eoe 1-6, Frazier 0-2) Stetson 4-10 (Follis 4-7, Moriarty 0-1, Lever
0-2) Rebounds-UCF 39 (Johnson 6) Stetson 42 (Lucas 9) Assiata-UCF 8 (Gibson 5)
Stetson 16 (Follis 6)

UCF(59l
Frazier 9-12 0-0 20, Tsinnie 5-17 4-13 14, Briecoe 3-16 05 8, Gibson 2-3 1-2 5, Duncan
2-10 0-15, Batz 1-10-0 2, Johnson 1-5 0-0 2
. FIU(88J
Branzova 14-231-3 36, Pokorna 7-91-218, Matakas 2-60-09 Nagy 4-90-18, Sedlacek
3-4 0-0 8, Godboldte 2-4 0-0 6 Jaksch 0-2 0-0 3
Halftime-UCF28 FIU 42.3 pointgoals-UCF 5-21<Tsinnie4-13,Gibeon 1-2, Duncan0-

(

1, Briscoe 0-5) FIU 2-6 CPokornal-2 Dranzova 1-3 Nagy 0-1) Rebounds-UCF 29
(Johnson 8) FIU 50 CBranzova 15) Assists-UCF 13 (Briscof.l 5) FIU 24 (Nagy 11)

(

(

UCFC69J
Frazier 4-6 0-0 8, Gibson 5-9 3-t 13, Tllinnie 4-8 4-712, Briecoe 1-3 1-6 9, Johnson 4-6
0-0 8, Duncan 3-111-3 7, Batz 0-3 0-0 4
Stetson(79J
Follis5-10 4-7 18, Ford4-70-011,Lucas 4-90-0 10, Moriarty 5-110-110, Schindler 1·
4 0-0 7, Trenkle 6-7 0-0 6, Collins 3-3 0-0 6 Knauff2-6 0-0 4
Brandenburg 1-4 0-0 3

LaTonya Johnson (22) has had her hands in
opponents' faces all season. (Oetloc>WfUTURE)
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You must never judge a man when you're facing
him. You've got to go around, behind him ... and
you'll have a totally different idea of who he is. .
-Will Rogers
The Will Rogers Follies

As is the case in most performances, the lead
usually dictates the mood of the company. Under
Carradine's influence the company lives in a relaxed
atmosphere. Carradine also brings to the show a
unique energy which has helped the The Follies
become one of this decades hottest musical perThe Will Rogers Follies, part of this year's Florida formances.
Theatrical Association's Broadway Series, raises
The Follies was inspired by the life of America's
its curtain tonight at The Bob Carr Performing Arts beloved humorist, Will Rogers {who was killed in a
Centre. The show will run for eight performances, plane crash in 1935).
ending with its final performance on January 31.
Although the show is somewhat of a "homey"
The rofe of Will Rogers, American icon, was tribute to this larger than life performer, it exhibits all
originated on Broadway by Keith Carradine, a
-.the glitz and glitter of the "leggy" musicals
versatile actor with scores of credits to his name.
which elevated Rogers from a two-a-day
Perhaps best known for his performances in ~ vaudevilliantothebiggeststarof"TheZiegfeld
such films as "The Duellists," and "The ~- -K tJ Follies" during the 1920s and 1930s.
Longriders" or several television miniseries
.:I, In 1991 The Follies, roped in a variety of
Rumor of War," "Chiefs," and "Murder Or- ~:~ honors among them several Tony Awards,
dained." But, Carradine is also a veteran of ~/IJ~ which included "Best Musical" and "Best
the stage.
~..,
~·~choreography."
He has performed in produdions of "To--....~
Keith Carradine in The Will Rogers Follies is one
bacro Roacf' with his father (the late John
Broadway show you don't want to miss. Critics have
Carradine); the Broacmay production of "Foxfire" with hailed this show as one of the decades best and it is
HumeCronynandJessicaTandy(forwhidlhewonthe easy to see why.
OuterCriticsCircleAward);and"DetectiveStory"atthe
With Carradine's continued stellar performance,
Ahmanson Theater in Los Angeles.
as Will Rogers, this show should remain on top for
Through such work Carradine has proven him- sometime.
self truly an actors actor. He has performed almost
• cliff vanzandt
flawlessly since The Follies opened in May of 1991.
entertainment editor
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_UCF CAMPUS PRESENTS
WELLNESS CENTER

J>BVANEV'S
Sports Pub & Eatery

~M

FREEDOM
·FROM

7660 University Blvd.
University & Goldenrod
Goodings Center
679-6600

0'1NQ

JANUARY 31st

a unique program to help you

KICK THE CIGARETTE HABIT!

SUPERB OWL
BASH

ORIENTATION
2-3-93
QUIT DATE
3-24-93
· All

Student~,

.

{

* $2.50 LITERS
* $4.50 PITCHERS

* $PIZZA SPECIALS

.

Faculty, and Staff Welcome!
·sessions are Wednesd_ays, 1-~ F?M

ORLANDO

FITNESS

STUDENTS
Orlando Fitness

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL:

HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
823-5841 .

is just around the corner with a complete
workout facility. So come out and see for
yourself what we are all about.
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(WHEN IN LOS ANGELES VISIT UNIVERSAL STUDIOS HOLLYWOOD®) (CALL(818)508-9600)
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(WHEN IN ORLANDO VISIT UNIVERSAL STUDIOS FLORIDA®) (CALL(407)363-8000)
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ESTABLISHED FAMILY GYM
S!NCE 1989
407) 677- 9889

4076 N. Goldenrod Road
Winter Park, FL 32792
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WE'D LIKE 10 THROW YOU A

PARTY WITH
MADONNA
AS A WELCOME BACK TO SCHOOL,

BUT SHE'S ALL TIED UP WITH HER NEXT BOOK.
WE CAN HOWEVER, OFFER

FREE CHEESECAKE
W1TH THE PURCHASE OF ANY ADULT ENTREE
EXCEPT OOUBLE-SLICE PIZZA
WHEN YOU BRING IN THIS COUPON.
Oller gaoo through March 31, 1993

___________
Real Italian Real Fast
12025CollegiateWay/300-3737
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Legendary guitarist Bo Diddley
graced the Junkyard's stage not
once, but twice, January 20 for a
sold out room at both performances.
With only 90 minutes of performance time available before the management cleared the room for the
second show, those of us attending
the first performance hoped Bo
planned to give us the greatest show
he could in a mere 90 minutes.
I always have mixed emotions
about seeing a rock 'n' roll legend in
concert. There's no escaping the
underlying feeling that part of the
reason you're dragging yourself out
to see the show is that you may not
be able to say you saw him when he
was still alive. The unexpected death
of Roy Orbison is still haunting me.
But these thoughts are quickly suppressed when I think about the music.
With such memorable classics as "I'm
A Man", which the Who reverently
covered, and "Who Do You Loye, ... a
song that added an extra punch to
George Thurogoode's career, it's apparent that the power of Bo Diddley' s
music lives on today.
And when anyone talks about that
"Bo Diddley Beat" you know they' re
talking about that crazy tribal-like
rhythm Bo Diddley pioneered.
Now that's some name recognition.
With these two thoughts competing with each other in my cerebral

hemisphere I entered the club in an
emotional state that was simultaneously juggling feelings of excitement and guilt.
The show started promptly at 8:30
<Good thing).
Bo's back-up
band. The
Moondogs.
wandered
onto stage
first. After the
club's manager whipped
up a room full
of applause
from a mostly
sedentary
crowd, Bo
anti-climatically walked
out. ltwas only
anti-climatic
because
I
never imagin~ him walking. I guess I
figured he'd
float on to the
stage.
The first tune of the night was one
of those extended-play-blues-jamthings. Although I've never been a big
fan of this type of music, rm able to
admit that it sounded pretty gooc:t
The next few numbers were of

newer material, and when Bo finally playing in concert. And on top of that,
broke into "I'm A Man", the crowd they get extra dollars just for saying the
voiced their approval with applause word "Budweiser" while on stage.
and shouts of recognition.
Was this what had inspired Bo's
Just When it seemed the night was Bud-Ute song?
beginning to take
I hoped it wasn't but there was no
off, Bo and his other way of explaining it.
band jumped into
My worst fears seemed all but cona tune about Bud- firmed when an apparently clueless
Ute beer. It ~as woman brought a glass of beer to Bo
slightly humorous and smiled as she put it at his feet. The _
when Bo rhymed glass went untouched the entire show.
This more than anything tainted the
"streetfight" with
"Bu.d-Lite ,; (i.e. night for me. It wasn't the. fact that the
there's going to show seemed much too short to warbe one, if you rant the ticket price. And I didn't really
don't give me one) mind that Bo did o~ly 3 of his classic
but there was no tunes because I can understand why
escaping the feel- he might be tired of playing the same
ing that the song songs over and over. There's just
was nothing more something very disappointing about
than .an endorse- Bo using his fame to sell beer.
ment of a beer, or
Then again, if what we read is true.
in other words, a and Bo was truly swindled by his record
commercial in dis- companies out of the royalties he's
entitled to, then I can see a bit of a
guise.
Could it be ·poetic twist in this minor tragedy.
If Bo Diddley is fed up with not
that the big shot
advertising reps making the bucks he deserves, then .
from Budweiser more powerto him for cashing in while
had struck a deal of evil commercial he still can. And the rest of us can
proportions with the king of the Bo retreat to the commercial free zone of
Diddley beat?
_
his music on CD.
Rumor has it that certain bands are
• virginia salmon
paid by Budweiser· to drink only
central florida future
~udweiser products when ~ey're

Jayhawks fly high as lips explore new areas
pop song in disguise. Yet somehow the clamor

J

Flaming Ups
Hit to Dealh In the Future Head

Wamer Bros.
Although-their previous ndependent releases' on Restless Records sounded as if
tfieywere made by pressing the record button
on a cheap Sansui 00om box in a dirty, dingy
basement while waifing ~ on pawn shop
instruments, something about the colorful
polka-dot toilet on the royer compelled me to
buy the Flaming Lps' major label debut. Hit To

Death in the Future Hea:J.

•

Suprisingly, I wasn't di5aHX>inted. lhanks
to a bigger bL.dget. the music, which is played
with avariety of devices (congas, cellos. flutes,
timpani, flugelhomsandpowertools all suwlementing too omnipresent guitars), can be
clearly discerned.
Break out the bongs and crack open the
oomestic beer. Noise pop psychedelia hasn't

SOlTded better.
"Takil' 'bout the Smiling Deathpom lmmortaity Blies Cfver)une Wants To Live Forever)" is the title of the first n~ng song.
Qunouflagedwith ncessant noise, it'sasimple

adissomething uniqueandindescrhableak:>ng
with the freaky ~cs about death. ".Felt GoodTo Bum" is another standout
track that is sure to keep the listener perplexed. The chorus quickly sums up the
song's topic ·of unabashed pot ·smoking.
"Felt good to bum. Felt like a movies.tar."
A bass heavy backwards tape loop of Godknows-what is used as percussion. When I
played this selection real loud. that strange
sound almost made me puke.
The Ups have reached a new plateau
with "Halloween on the Barbary Coast", a
hypnotic gem of a tune that sounds like a
hybrid of The Doors and Jane's Addiction.
The song builds with distorted tension,
continues to crescendo. and eerily perishes
into silence. Not bad for three punks who
wear their Sonic Youth T-shirts for the
inside of their album cover.
Yet the crowning achievement is the
acoustic folk psychedelia of "You Have To
Be Joking CAutopsy of the Devil's Brain)."
The vocals are childlike and confused as the
singer comes to a sorrowful conclusion
from the horror that he feels the world
around him has to offer. "You have to be
lying. They wouldn't do those unspeakable
things. It seems to me that God and the
devil are both the same.n
Even if heavy guitar rock isn't your fare. 1he
Flaming Ups' Hit To Death in the Future Head
contains an abundance of exotic sounds that
have to be heard. As far as innovation is
coo::emed, the Lps pickup wt-ere Sgt. Pewer
ard the avant-garde Captain Beefheart of the
60's left off ard tfiey push it even further into
rew territory.
• jarrett keene

central 'fbOOa fun.re

theJAYHAWKS

Hollywood Town Hal
Def American Recording
The Uptown Bar in Minneapolis was the
launching pad for n-tE JAYHAWKS. It was
the place where the desperate elements
of this reckless white gospel and country
group first collided. This is where bassist
Marc Perlman, and guitarists/songwriters/
singers Gary Louris and Mark Olson discovered that together they had a unique
sound, one which carried their dark. folky
message of trouble and disappointment to
an audience already primed by such band
as Husker Du and the Replacements.
Following their first album (self-titled),
the band released another album of in-

tended demos· on the Twin!fone label.
Then in Nineteen Eighty-nine the band finally scored with Blue Earth, a near flawless
collection of urgent pictures and stories.
The sound was familiar, encompassing influences from The CarterFamilytoAI Green.
This album was the group's statement of
purpose. and it left critics like Joey Levy of
the Villa9e Voice to call THE JAYHAWKS
"the only country-rock band that matters."
With the addition of new drummer Ken
Callahan, the ·groups rock influences are
stronger than ever, reaching almost as
deep as their country roots.
Touring afterthe release of Blue Earth.
THE JAYHAWKS gained confidence and
some well deserved recognition from both
music writers and record labels alike.
Soon after this the n-tE JAYHAWKS
signed with Def American Recordings.
George Drakoulis. who had signed and
produced The Black Crowes first album,
recorded n-tE JAYHAWKS in studios both
in Hollywood and in the middle of Minnesota, thus the name of the album- Hollywood Town Hall.
This new album is the culmination of
years of struggle and patients, it has a
blusey country-rock beat that gives a nod
to both these traditions and then leaves
them far behind. With tracks like "Waiting
For The Sun," "Take Me With You," and
"Nevada California" Hollywood Town Hall
is a 'NOri< of art. If you're a fan of folk-rock.
this is an album must for your collection,
and even if you' re not give it a listen anyway,
you maybe pleasantly s·urprised.
• cliff vanzandt
entertainment editor
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c 1992 The Olive Gorden Restouronls

Writers Wanted.
We are looking for students interested in sharpening their writing
skills in all areas: news; features; sports; opinion/editorial
All students welcome. Call 823-6397 for further information.
• Live classes with experienced instructors
• Hundreds of hours_of audio review
available 7 days a wee.k
• Extaisive home study notes
• No nonseme guarantee
• Industry Leader-53 years experience and
over 2millioo graduates

THE ARMY NURSING
CHALLENGE.

HERE'S ACOURSE
THAT COMBINES
ITALIAN AND
ECONOMICS.
ALL
YOU
CAN
EAT
SPAGHETTI,
GARDEN SALAD,
& BREADSTICKS

You've worked hard
for your BSN. You'd like
to continue the challenge.
That's what Army Nursing
offers ... professional
challenges.
Plus ~ew study opportunities, continuing
education, travel. And
you'll have the respect and
prestige accorded an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or already have a
BSN, talk to your Army Nurse Corps Recruiter.
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that's a great ~foal.
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WEDNESDAYS, AFTER 4 PM

Talk about a heavy course load. If you're a UCF student or staff
member, just show us your ID and we'll. give you all-you-can-eat
spaghetti with tomato sauce. Plus unlimited fresh garden salad
and warm garlic breadsticks.
- "•
It's all just $5.25. And you
~-,~~r ~
don't have to be a math
I
~
major to figure out that
R

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE:

U
S

$5.25

ITALIAN

Available only at:
Orlan.do, E. Colonial Dr., just east of Alafaya Trail, 381-8084.
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3MONTHS
only
$99.00

· must present coupon

Bring.Friends ... .. .
Roommates ... ·
and Money!!!

L_~otg~withooyoilifilspecialo~rs __ ~

Mon-Thurs
Saturday

New Hours
6 am - 11 pm Friday
9 am - 8 pm
Sunday

6·am -10 pm
12 - 5 pm

.O UTLET·

6615 E. Colonial Drive
Orlando, FL 32807
(407) 658-8000

FREE SUB

~~-'
Subs & Salads

3&3-4670

sion. We are currently taking

Not valid with any other dilcount offer. Nct valid with
delivery ordcn. Valid with !hilt coupon only.
One per customer. Offer Expin:s W/93

Equal Or Lesser Value FREE With I
I Purchase Of 2 Medium Soft Drinks I
I Not with any other
offer. Not
with I
with
coupon only.
per customer. Offer Expires W/93
J
1
valid
dilcount
delivery ordcn. Valid
this
One

valid

r--~---·--~--,
\V£?2
•
I
~
I
$1 00 0 FF
I 2--8" Subs· 2 Bags Chips I
c. t~'
I
2 Medium Drinks
I
rOO 10ng
I
$4.99
I
I
I
L
.J
to

Not valid with any other diteount offer. Not valid with
delivery otdcn. Valid with lhia coupon only.
Om: per cus1DIDl:r. Offer Expiia W/93
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earning agenerous commis-

Buy One 6" Sub And Get One Of ·.Buy One Footlong Sub & Get One or•

L

12251 University Blvd. I
Across from UCF Next to UC6 Cinema I
I
Phone Ahead For Pick-Up
I
I

2s1 .. 1007

Fam uiiile you learn. Acquire
mluable e.xperience uhile

r--aw-~---r--~~--,
I
~--~·
I
~-~
I
I
FREE 6" SUB
I FREE FOOTLONG sue I
Equal Or Lesser Value FREE
With Purchase of Medium Drink

Jobs
Jobs
Jobs

Belz· ~actory
· Outlet World
·Mall 2

10% ·~tudent discount on ·rogular ·merchandise with UCF ID

I
I
I
I

HESTAlJHAN~'

WHERE ALLTHE BEST OF l1A1 Y Is YouRs.~

-w.i

FillESS 18-~•GliOI
I
I
I
I

_f

Not val.id with any other diteount offer. Not valid with
dc.liYCl)' ordcn. Valid with this coupon ooly.
Om: per customer. Offer Exp~• W/93
_111111 _ _ _ _ _ _ _

applications for Adrertising
Representatives.
The sky's the limit.
The Central Florida Future

has unlimited opportunities
for motivated individuals.
Salaries are based on a
generous commission. Prior
experience in sales is preferred, but not required.
Call Bill or Tisha
at 823-2(j(J2.
The sooner you start, the
sooner you earn and learn.
Dol't miss this great

opportunity!

"

